
Day of Pedagogical Institute 
 
The best way to predict the future is to create it 

Peter Drucker 
It is today, on October 2, 2019, students, teachers and guests, celebrating 

the day of the Pedagogical Institute created and modeled the future of national 
education for the next 5 years. 

Pleasant surprises intrigued from the very morning: it is so fascinating to 
receive a small white rose as a gift, to take part in the students' flashmob "We are 
the future", to join the English – language quest "Step forward", to look into the 
time capsule "F-message". It all created the atmosphere of celebrations for 
participants! 

Photo shoots, selfies, lively exchange of impressions, appearing photos of 
events on the #PI stand created a special atmosphere of inspiration! 

And then, the joint process of creating a bright, interesting, full of 
discoveries educational space began. Their abilities could be tested in the course of 
futuristic coaching "The Art of Warm Touches", kaizen training "It's me: 2.0.", 
during the pedagogical facilitation "Values and trends of future education", and in 
the educational coffee shop "Recipes of game-methodologies of future". Everyone 
was able to discuss, dream, learn during the open lecture-discussion "Neuroscience 
for teachers: the knowledge  cannot be ignored". 

The finale of the holiday was the Rose ceremony, where surprises did not 
end! Students nominated the best teachers of the Institute in 11 nominations, and 
all teachers were awarded beautiful white roses! For the first time teachers walked 
the red carpet to the applause of their students! With a welcoming word students, 
teachers and guests were addressed by Olena Bondareva, vice-rector for Scientific 
and Methodological, Socio-Humanitarian work and Leadership. Students and 
teaching staff were congratulated by the Director of the Institute, Olga Kotenko. 
Mrs. Kotenko's sincere words of gratitude, addressed to her very first teacher and 
adviser – her mother, who attended the ceremony, sounded especially touching. 
The symbol of the holiday was a White rose, which the students "fueled" with 
special "vitamins"! "Flower of the future" will grow in the Pedagogical Institute ! 

The ceremony ended with a sweet surprise – a huge cake with a white rose. 
Thank you to everyone who came to our holiday, dreamed, acted, lived and 

will live in the teaching profession!   
 


